
Trackforce Valiant: Designed to Help Security 
Companies Operate Smarter

It takes many moving parts to make a security 
guard business work. Making sure sites are 
staffed, guards are doing their jobs, and your 
business is compliant can quickly become 
overburdening. Our front-line and back-office 
solutions take care of the heavy lifting. While you 
focus on delivering security services, Trackforce 
Valiant will help you focus on everything else: 
HR, Time-Labor Management, Guarding, and 
Billing and Payroll, plus Business Intelligence 
and Analytics.

Delivering the only all-in-one solution for 
security workforce management – One 
platform providing organizations with 
comprehensive operations management 
from start to finish

Enabling automation of every aspect of 
your operations, from onboarding clients 
and employees, to building a schedule, to 
managing a guard’s daily activities 

Giving you a better way to operate 
smarter – combining people, process and 
technology in a seamless solution

Providing a single source of the truth to 
help you report on and gain intelligence 
on how you can improve and ultimately 
grow your business

We offer an integrated solution to manage 
your security workforce
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WHAT WE DO
Connecting Front-Line Vigilance With 
Back-Office Intelligence
HR MANAGEMENT
Integrated Human Resource management solution 
creates visibility and control into the process of recruiting, 
onboarding and tracking certifications for your employees. 
This application enables you to maintain employee 
records, wage rates, benefits and more.

MOBILE EMPLOYEE APP
Our employee-based mobile app enables guards to view 
their schedules, pay statements, receive notifications in 
the field, and view and accept open shifts posted or swap 
shifts with other employees.

TIME & LABOR MANAGEMENT
Intelligent, rules-based solution for scheduling, time 
collection, and payroll/billing integration. The TLM solution 
is designed to provide a detailed, color-coded visualization 
of the schedule by customer, location and post – enabling 
that the right employee is schedule at the correct post at 
the correct time.

GUARDING
Mobile (m-Post) and web applications (Post) drive guard 
accountability and provide a high level of visibility for 
front-line security operations. From tracking guard tours 
to managing visitors and incident reports, our web and 
mobile applications ensure your guards can efficiently 
perform their daily tasks while providing actionable 
insights to reduce vulnerabilities and enhance efficiencies.

BILLING AND PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
Connect your employees’ time worked and bill rates to 
automatically generate invoices and send to your clients. 
Additionally, process payroll quickly and effectively with 
business rules to ensure compliance every time. 

ANALYTICS
Gain a unified view of your entire operations and sites: 
HR, scheduling, payroll, guard productivity, and more. 
Leverage analytics and Business Intelligence for a better 
understanding of your business’ strengths and weaknesses 
while providing actionable insights.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?  
Request a free consultation with one of 
our knowledgeable specialists to learn 

how Trackforce Valiant can help.
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How Trackforce Valiant Will Benefit 
Your Business Operations
Trackforce Valiant is truly a unique all-in-one 
solution for security guard management. The 
integrated platform combines the front-line 
capabilities of the Trackforce guard management 
solution with the TLM, billing and payroll 
management of Valiant Solutions. Having both 
front-line and back-office management ultimately 
allows you to ensure your workers are performing 
well plus allows you to oversee all security guard 
activity with a level of vigilance that no other 
solution can offer.


